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ANNEX I
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I NATO's 40 Years of Success

1. ~ our Alliance celebrates Its 40th AnnIversary. we measure Its achievements
with pride. Pounded In troubled times to safeguard our security. it has withstood the teat
of four decades, and bu allowed our countries to enjoy In freedom one of the lonsest
periods of peace and prosperity In their history. The Alllance hu been a fundamental
element of stabWty and co-optlradon. These are the fruits of a partnership bued on
endurinS common values and Interests, and on unity of purpose.

2. Our meedns takes place at a juncture of unprecedented change and opportunities.
Thls la a time to look ahead, to chan the course of our Alliance and to set our asenda for
die future.

A Time or Chanle

3. ID our rapidly chansins world. where Ideu transcend borders ever more easily.
the strenlth and accomplishments of democracy and freedom are IncreaslnslY apparent.
ne lDberent Inability of oppressive systems to fulfil the upirations of their citizens hu
become equally evident. .

4. In the Soviet Union, important changes are underway. We welcome the current
reforms that have already led to gre""r openness. improved respect for human rights.
acdve particlpadon of the individual, and new attitudes In foreign policy. But rnuch
remains to be done. We stllllook forward to the full implementation of the announced
chaDse In priorides In the allocadon of economic resources from the military to the civil--lan sector. If sustained. the reforms will strengthen prospects for fundamental inlprove-
ments in But-West relatlons.

,. We also welcome the marked progress in some countries of Eastern Europe to
wards establishlnS more democratic institutions. freer elections and greater political plu
ralism and economic choice. However. we deplore the fact that certain Eastern European
sovemments have chosen to ignore this refonning trend and continue all too frequently
10 violate human rights and basic freedoms.

Shaping the Future

6. Our vision of a just, humane and democratic world has always underpiMed the
policies of this Alliance. The changes that are now taking place are bringing us closer to
the realisation of this vision.

/ ...
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7. We want to overcome the painful division of Europe, which we have never ac
ceptc=d. We want to move bdyond the post-war period. Based on today's momentum of .
mcn,ased co-operation and ton: "mw's comm~n challenses, we seek to shape a new
political order of peace in Europe. We will work u Allies·co .scile all opportunities to
achieve this Soal. But ultimate au-:cess does not depend c.n us alone.

Our SUidinS principles in the pursuit of this course will be the policies of the Hannel
R~rt in their two complemelUary and mutually reinforcing approaches: adequate mili
tary strength and political solidarity and, on that buis, the search for constructive dia
10Slle and co-operation, includinS anns control, u a means of brinSinS ILbout a just and
lastinS peaceful order in E~rope.

8. The Alliance's Ions-term objectives are:

- to ensilUC that wars and intimidation of any kino in Europe and North America
are pre'vented, and that military aSIRssio.... is an option which no sovemmcnt
could nationally contemplate or hope successfully to undertake, and by doms so
to lay ",'le foundations for a world where military forces exist solely to preserve
the independence and territorial inteBJity of their countries, as has always been
the case for the Allies;

- to estabUsh a new pattern of relations between the countries of East and West, in
which ideolosical and military an' "soDism will be replaced with co-operation,
trust and peaceful competition; and in which human riShes and political freedoms
will be fully guaranteed and enjoyed by all individuals.

9. Within our larger responsibilities as Heads of Scate or Government, we are also
committed .

- to strive for an intemational community founded on the rule of law, where all
nations join together to reduce world tensions, settk disputes peacc.fully, and
search for solutions to those issues of universal concc:m, including poverty, social
injustice and 'be environment, on which our common fate depends.

/ ...
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D Malntalnlnl our Defence

10. Peace must be worked for; It can never be taken for IfIIlted. The sreatly im
proved East-West political climate offers prospects for a scable and lasdnS peace, but
experience teaches us that we must remain prepared. We can overlook neither the
capabWties of the Warsaw Treaty countries for offensive mWwy action, nor the poten
tial hazards resultinS from severe political strain and crisis.

11. A sttang and united Alliance will remain fundamental not only for the security
of our countries but also for our policy of suppordnS political chanse. It is the basis for
further succ"ssfuJ negotiations on anns conttal and on measures to strensthen mutual
confidence tl1roup improved transparency and predictability. Military security and poli
cies aimed t.lt reducinS tensions as well as resolving underlylns political differences are
not contrldictory but complementary. Credible defence based on the principle of the
indivisibility of security for all member countries will thus continue to be essential to our
commOD endeavour.

12. For the foreseeable future, there is n~ a1temative to the Alliance strategy for the
prevention of war. This is a stratesy of deterrence based upon an appropriatf mix of
adequate and effective nuclear and conventional forces which will continue tl,) be kept
u~to-date where necessary. We sball ensure the viability and credibility of the'se forces,
while maintaining them at the lowest possible level consistent with our sec~ require
ments.

13. The presence of Nonh American conventional and nuclear forces in Europe re
mains vital to the security of Europe just as EurJpe's security is vital to that of North
America. Maintenance of this relationship requires th8t the Allies fulfil their essential
commitments in support of the common defence. Each of our countries will ac~ordingly

wume its fair share of the risks, rOles and responsibilities of the Atlantic partnership.
Orowing European political unity can lead to a reinforced European component of our
common security effon and its efficiency. It will bfS essential to the success of these
efforts to make the most effective use oJ resources made available for our security. To
this end, we will seek to maximise the efficiency of our ~efence prosrammes and pursue
solutions to issues in the area of economic and trade policies as they affect our defence.
We will also continue to protect our technological capabilities by effective export con
trols on essential strategic eoods.

/ ...
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Initiatives on Arms Control

14. Am,s CancraI has always been an intesra! part of the Alliance's security policy
and of its overall approach to East-West relations, flnnly embeldded in the broader
political context in which we seek the improvement of tilose relations.

1'. The Allles have consistently taken the lead in developln, the conceptual founda
tions for ann. control, identifyln. areas in which the negodadn, partners share an inter
est in achieving a mutually satisfactory result while safeguarding the legitimate security
interests of all. .

16. Historic progress has been made in recent years, and we now see prospects for
further substantial advances. In our determined effon to reduce the excessive weight of
the military factor in the East-West relati.onship and increasingly to replace confrontation
by co-operation, we can now exploit fully the potential 0: anns control as an agent of
change.

17. We challenge the members of the Warsaw Treaty O1·.anization to join us in ac
celerating effol18 to sip and implement an agreement whith wUl enhance security and
stability in Euro:- by reducing conventional anned fon:es. To seize the unique opportu
nity at hand, we intend to present a proposal that will amplify and expand on the posithn
we tabled at the openillS of the CFE nesotiations on 9th March.'·' We will

- resister agreement, based on the celUnss already proposed in VieMIl, on tanks,
armoured troop carrien and artillery pieces held by members of thl two Alliances .
in F.urope, with all of the withdrawn equipmenc to be destroyed. CeUings on
LaiW and ,:moul'ed troop carriers will be blSCld on proposals already tabled in
VieMI; deflnitional questions on 8l1il1ery pieces remain to be resolved;

• expand our current proposal to include reductions by each side to equal ceUinss
at the level l' per cent below current AlIimce holdinss of helicopters ,and of all
land-based combac aircraft in the Atlantic-to-the-UraJs zone, with all the withdrawn
equipment to be destroyed;

- propose a 20 per cent cut in combat manpower in US stationed forces. and a
resulting ceiling on US and Soviet sround and air force personnel stationed
outside of national territory- in the Atlantic-to-the-Urals ~one at approximately
275,000. This ceiling would require the Soviet Union to reduce its forces in

I·) France takes this opponunity to recall t~at. since the mandate for the VleMa nesori:.tions
excludes nuclear weapons. it retai"s complete freedo'" of jUdgement and decision regarding the
resources conaibuting to the Implementation of its independent nuclear deterrent strategy.
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Eastern Europe by some 32',000. United States and Soviet forces withdrawn
wW be demobilized;

• seek suc:h an aareement within six months to a year and accumplish the reductions
by 1992 or 1993. AccordinBly, we have directed the AlUance's HiBh Lovel Task
Porce on conventional arms control to complete the funber elaboration of this
proposal, includinB its verification elements, so that it may be tabled at the
bellnninB of the third round of the CFE neBotiations, which opens on 7th
September 1989.

18. We consider as an important initiative PI~sident Bush's call for an ··open skies"
relime intended to improve confidence amonB States throuBh recoMaissance fliBhts, and
to contribute to the transparency of military activity, to arms control and to public
awareness. It will be the subject of careful study and wide-ranBinB consultations.

19. Consistent with the principles and objectives set out in our Comprehensive Con
cept of Arms Control and Disannament which we have adopted at this meeting, we will
continue to use arms control as a means to enhance security and srability at the lowest
possible level of armed forces. and to strenBthen confidence by further appropriate meas
ures. We have' already demonstrated our commitment to these objectives: both by
neBotiations and by unilateral action, resultinB since 1979 in reductions of over one-third
of the nuclear holdings assigned to SACEUR in EW'Ope.

Towards an Enhanced Partnership

20. As the 'Alliance enten its rlfth decade we will meet the challenge of shaping our
relationship in a way which corresponds to the new political and economic realities of
the 1990s. As we do so. we recosnize that the basis of our security and prosperity - and
of our hopes for better East-West relations - is and will continue to be the closl:: cohesion
between the countries of Europe.and of Nonh America, bound together by their common
values and democratic institutions as much as by their shared security interests,

21. Oun is a livinB and developing partnenhip. The strength and stability derived
from our transatlantic bond provide a firm foundation for the achievement of our long
tenn vision. as well as of our goals for the immediate future. We recognize that our
common tasks transcend the resources of either Europe or NOM America alone.

22. We welcome in this regard the ~volution of an increasingly strong and coherent
European identity. including in the security area. The process we are witnessing today
provides an example of progressive integration. leaving centuries-old connicts far be
hind. It opens thr. way to a more mature and balanced transat~...ntic partnership and
constitutes one of the foundations of Europe's future structure.
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23. To ensure the continuins success of our efforta we have Isreed to
- strenamen our process of political consultation and, where appropriate, co
ordination, and have wU'Ucted the CouncU Ul Pennanent Session to consider
methods for its funher improvement;

- expand the scope and intensity ofour effort to ensure that our respective approaches
to problems affecdnl our common security are complementary and mutually
supportive;

- renew our support for our economically less-favoured partners and to reaffinn
our loal of irnprovina the present level of co-operation and assistance;

- continue to work in the appropriate fora for more commercial, monetary and
technoloSical co-operation, and to see to it that no obstacles impede such co
operation.

Overcomlnl tbe Division 0'Europe

24. Now, more than ever, our efforts to overcome the division of Burope must ad
dress its underlyinl political causes. Therefore all of us wul condnue to pursue a com
prehensive approach encompaasinl the many dimensions of the But-West asend&. In
kHpin. with our values, we place plimary emptwis on basic freedoms for the people in
Eutem Europe. These are also key elements for strensthenins the stability and security
of all states and for SUaranteeins lastins peace on the continenL

~. 'tbe CSCE process encompasses oUr vision of a peaceful and more constructive
relationship amons all participating states. We intend to develop it further, in all its
dimensions, and to make the fullest use of IL

We recopize progress in me implementation of CSCE commitm~nts by some Eastern
countries. But we call upon all of them to recosnize and implement fully the commit
ments which all CSCE states have 'accepted. We will invoke the CSCE mechanisms· as
most recently adopted in the VleMa Concludlns Document· and the provisions of other
international agreements, to bring all Eastern countries to

• enshrine in law and practice the human rights and freedoms agreed in international
covenants and in the CSCE documents, thus fostering progress towards the Nle
of law;

• tear down the walls that separate us physically and politically, simplify the
crossinl of borders, increase the number of crossing points and allow the free
exchange of persons, i~onnation and ideas;

• ensure that people are not prevented by armed force from crossing the frontien
and boundaries which we share with Eastern countries. in exercise of their right
to leave any country. includj~~ their own;

/ ...
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• reapecr in law aDd practice the risht of all the people in each country to detennine
freely and periodically the nature of the sovenunent they wish to have;

• see to it that their peoples can decide throuah their elected authorities what fonn
of relations they wish to have with other countries;

- Jl'lDt the sonuine economic freedoms that are llnlced inherently to the rfShtl of
the lndlvidual;

• develop transparency, especially in military matters, in pursuit of ~"eater mutual
undentandinl and reassurance. .

26. ne situation in and around Berlin is an essential element in East-West relations.
'lbe AWance declares hs commitment to a free and prosperous Berlin and to achievins
lmprovementa for the city especially through the Allied Berlin Initiative. The Wall
dlvidIDI the city is an unacceptable symbol of the division of Europe. We seek a state of
peace ID Europe in which the Oennan people reSains its unity throuSh free self-detenni
nation.

Our Deslln for Co-operation

27. We, for our part, have today reaffirmed that the Alliance must and will reinten
slly its own efforts to overcome the division of EUrope and to explore all available
avenues of co-operacion and dialosue. We suppon the openinS of Eastern societies and
encourale refunr, that aim at positive political, economic and human rights develop
menta. Tangible steps rowards senuine political and economic refonn improve possibili
ties for broad co-operation, while a continuing denial of basic freedoms cannoLbut have
a ner,adve effect. Our approach recosnizes that each country is unique and must be
treated on its own merits: We also recognize that it is essentially incumbent upon the
countries of the !ut to solve their problems by refonns from within. B\lt we can also
play a construccive r61e within the framework of our Alliance as weU as in our respective
bUateral relations and in international organizations, u appropriate. '

28. To that end, we have agreed the following joint agenda for the future

• as opportunities develop, we will expand the scope of our contacts and co
operation 'to cover a broad range of issues which are important to both East and
West. Our goal is a sustained effort geared to rtpecific tasks which will help
deepen opeMess and pr;)mote democracy within Eastern countries and thus
contribute to the establishment of a more stable peace in Europe:

• we will pursue in particular expanded contacts beyond the realm of government
amons individaaJs in &st and WesL These contacts should include all segments
of our societies, but in particular young people, who will carry the responsibility
for continuins our common endeavour.
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• we will seek expanded economic and trade relations with the Eastern countries
on the basis of commercially sound tenna, mutual interest and reciprocity. Such
relations should also serve as incentives for reil eCOAornic refonn and thus ease
the way for increased integration of Eastera1 countries Into the bitematicnal trading
system;

• we intend to demonstrate throush increased co-operation that democratic
institutions and economic choice create the best possible conditions for economic
and social prosress. The development of such open systems will facilitate co
operation and, consequently, make ics benefits more available;

• an important task of our co-operation wUI be to explore means to extend Western
experience and know·how to Eastem countries in a manner which responds to
and promotes positive change. Exchanges in technical and managerial fields,
establishment of co-operative training programmes, expansion of educational,
scientific and cultura.l exchanges all offer possibilities which have not yet been
exhausted;
• equally important will be to integrate Eastern European countries more fully
into effon. to meet the social, environmental and technological challenses of the
modem world, where common interesu should prevail. In accordance with our
concern for Slobal challenges, we will seek to ensag" Eastern countries in co
operative stnUeglea h1 areas such as the environment, terrorism, and drugs. Eutern
willingness to participate constructively in dealing with such challenges will help
further co-operation in other areas as well;

• Bast·West understandins can be expanded only if our respective societies Sain
increased knowledge about one another and communicate effectively. To
encourage an increase of Soviet and Eastem studies in universities of our countries
and of correspondins INdies in Eastem countries. we are p~pared to estabUsh a
fellowship/Scholarship programme to promote the study of our democmtic
institutions. with candidates being invited from Eastem as well as Western Europe
and North America.

Global Challenges

29. Worldwide developments which affect our security interests are legitimate mat
ters for consultation and, where appropriate, co-ordination among us. Our security is to
be seen in a context broader than thCl protection from war alone.

30. Regional conflicts continue to be of major concern. The co-ordinated approach of
Alliance members recently has helped toward settling some of the world's most danger
ous and lon~-standing disputes. We hope that the Soviet Union will increasingly work
with us in positive and practical steps towards diplomatic solutions to those conflicts that
continue to preoccupy the international community.
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31. We will seek to contain the newly emersins security threats and destabillzins
consequences resultins from the uncontrolled spread and application of lI11'dem mWtary
teeMolosles.

32. ID the spirit of Article 2 of the Washington Treaty, we will increasillSly need to
address worldwide problems which have a bearinS on our security, panlcula."ly IXlviron
mental degradation, resource contllcts and grave economic disparities. We will seek to
do so in the appropriate multilateral fora, in the widest possible co-operation with other
States.

33. We will each further develop our close co-operation with the other industrial
demOCl1lCies akin to us in their objectives and policies.

34. We will redouble our effons in a reinvisorated United Nations. srrengtheninsits
role in conflict settlement and peacekeepins. and in its larser enMivoun for world

, peace.

Our ''1'bI.rd Dimension"

3.5. Convinced of the vital nlled for intemational co-operation in iCience
and teehnololY, and of its beneficial effect on SlobaJ security, we have for several
decades mabltained Alliance programmes of scientific co-operation. Recopl1zins the
imponance of safesuardlns.the environment we have also co-operated, in the Comnuttee
on the Challenges of Modem Society, on environmental matters. These aetivitiel, have
demonstrated the broad ranse of our common pursuits. We intend to stve more impact
to our programmes with new initiatives in these areas.

The Future or the AUlance

36. We, the leaders of,I6 free and ~~em""'CI'Iltic countries, have dedicated ourselves to
the Soals of the Alliance and are commined to work in unison for their continued
fulfilment.

37. At this time of unprecedented promise in international affairs, we will respond to
the hopes that it offers. The Alliance will continue to serve as the comerstone of our
security, peace and freedom. Secure on this foundation, we will reach out to those who
are willinS to join us in shapins a mor~ stable and peaceful intemNional environment in
the service of our societies.
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ANNEX II

A COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT OF

ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT

ADOPTED BY

HEADS or STATE AND GOVERNMENT

AT THE MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

IN BRUSSELS

ON 29TH AND 30TH MAY 1989

I ..•
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The ovenidlnl objective of the AlUance is to preserve peace in freedom, to prevent
war, and to establish a just IIld lastinl peaceful order in Europe. ne AWes' poUcy to this
end wu set fonh in the Hannel Repon of 1967. It remains valid. AccOrdlnl to the Report.
the Nonh Adantic Alliance's "fint function Is to maintain adequace mwrary strensth IDd
poUtical soUdarity to deter agreasion and other fonDS ofpressure and to defend the territory
of member countries ifagresaion should occur". On that basis, the AWance CID carry out
Mlts second function. to pursue the search for propess towards a more stable relatlonship in"
which the underlyinl political issues can be solved". As the Rlpon observed, millrary
security and a policy aimed at reducinl tensionsare "not'contradictory,butcomplementary".
Consistent with these principles, AWed Heads of State and Oovemment have speed that
arms control is an intesrat part of the Alliance's security poUcy.

2. 1be posslbUities for fruitful East-West dialOSUe have sipificantiy improved iD
recent years. More favourable conditions now exist for propess towards the achievement
of the Alliance's objectives. The Aliles are resolved to grasp this opponunlty. T'ney will
continue to address both the symptoms and the causes of political tension in a manner that
respects the lesidmate security interests of all states concerned.

3. ne achievement ofthe lastinl peaceful order which the AWes seek will require'tbal
the unnatural division of Europe, and particularly of Oennany, be overcome, and that, DJ

stated in the HelslnId PlnaI Act, the sovereipty and territorlallntegrity of alls~ Ind the
risht ofpeoples to self-determination be respected, and that the fishts ofall individuals, In
cludinl their risht ofpoUtical choice, be protected. The memben of the Alliance accordlD&1y
attach central imponance to further propss in the Conferen~e on Security and Cooperation
iD Europe (CSCE) process, which serves as a framework for the promotion of peaceful
evolution in Europe.

4. neCSCE process provides ameans to encoUrlle stable and CoftStnlctive But-West
relations by lncreaslnl contacts between people, by seeki:\1 to ensure that basic rishts and
freedoms are respected in law and practice, by furtherinl ~')Olitica1 exchanses and mutually
beneficial cooperation across a broad ranp of endeavour" and by enhanclnl security and
openness in the military sphere. The Allies will continue to demmd fWI implementation of
all the Principles and provisions of the Helsinki Final Act, the Madrid Concludlnl Docu
ment, the Stockholm Document, and the Concludlnl Documentof the VieMlMatinl. ne
last document marks a major advance in the CSCB process and should ltimU\ace funher
beneficial chanles in Europe.
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5. The baic soa! of the Alliance's arms control policy is to enhance security and
stabWty at the lowest balanced level of forces and armaments consistent with the require
ments of the StralelY of deterrence. The Allies are committed to achievins continuina
pro.... towards all their arms control obi~jves. The funher development of the Compre
hensive Concept is desiped to assist this ensurinS an integrated approach coverina both
defence policy and arms control policy: these are complementary and interactive. 'Ibis work
also requires full consideration of the interrelationship between arms control objective. and
defence requirements and how various arms control measures, separately and in conjunction
with each ocher, can strengthen Alliance security. The guidinS principles and basic
objectives which have so far sovemed the arms control policy of the Alliance remain valid.
Prosreu in achievinalbese objectives is, ofcourse, affected by a number of factors~ These
include the overall state of East-West relations, the military requirements of the Allies, the
pro... of emM. and future arms control negotiations, and developmt:nts in the CSCE
process. The further development and implementation ofacomprehensive concept of arms
control aDd disannament will take place against this background.

D. EAST-WEST RELATIONS AND ARMS CONPrROL

6. The Alliance continues to seek a just and stable peace in Europe in which all states
can enjoy undiminished security at the minimum necessary levels of forces and armaments
and all individuals can exercise their basic rights and freedoms. Anns control.&lone CaMot
resolve longstanding political difference: between East and West nor guarantee a stable
peace. Nonetheless, achievement of the Alliance's goal will require substantial advances in
arms control, 81 well as more fundamental changes in political relations.' Success in arms
control, in addition to enhancing military security, can encourage improvements in the East
West political dialogue and thereby contribute to the achievement of broader Alliance
objectives.

7. To increase security and stability in Europe, the Alliance has consistently pursued
every opportUnity for effective anns conr.rol. The Allies are commined to this policy,
independent of any chanses that may occur in the climate of East-West relations. Success
in anns control, however, continues to depend not on our own efforts alone, but also on
Eastern and particularly Soviet readiness to work constructively towards mutually beneficial
results. .

8. The immediate past has witnessed unprecedented propess in the field of anns
control. In 1986 the Stockholm Conference on Disarmament in Europe (CDE) agreement
realed an iMovative system of confidence and security-building measures, desiped to
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promote military transparency and predictability. Todate, these have been satisfactorily im
plemented. lbe 1987 INPTruel marked another major step forward because it eliminated
a whole claas of weapons, it established the principle of asymmeaical reductions, and
provided for a srringent verification regime. Other achievements include the establishment
in the United States and the Soviet Union of nuclear risk reduction centres, the US/Soviet
apement on prior notification of ballistic missile launches, and the conduct of the Joint
Verification Experiment in cOMection with continued US/Soviet negotiadons on nuclear
testing.

9. In addition to agreements already reached, there has been substantial progress in the
5TART negotiations which are intended to reduce radically strategic nuclear arsenals and
eliminate destabilising offensive capabilities. The Paris Conference on the Prohibition ~f

Chemical Weapons has reaffirmed the authority of the 1925 Geneva Protocol and given
powerful political impetus to the negotiations in Geneva for a global, comprehensive and
effectively verifiable ban on chemical weapons. New d\stinct negotiations within the
framework of the C5CE process have now begun in Vienna: one on conventional annod
forces in Europe between the 23 m~mbers of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty Organization
(WfO) and one on confidence- and security-building measures (C5BMs) among all 35
signatories of the He13inki final Act.

10. There has also been substantial progress on other matters imponant to the WesL
Soviet troops have left Aff.hanilttan. There has been movement toward the reaolution of
some, although not all, of the remaining regiorW conflicts in which the Sovaet Union is
involved. The observance ofhuman rights in the Soviet Union and in some of tht~ "ther WTO
countries has significantly improved, even ifserious deficien-=ies remain. The n=cJ,nt VieMa
C5CE Follow-up meeting succeeded in setting new, highe.l' standards of conduct for
participating states and should stimulate funher progress in the CSCE process. A n\~w

intensity of dialogue, particularly at high level, between East and West OpeN new opponu
nit" and testifies to the Allies' commitment to resolve the fundamental problems that
rem.'.in.

11. The Alliance does not claim excJusive responsibility for this favourable evolution in
East-West relations. In recent years, the East ha~ become more responsive and flexible.
NonetheJess, the AiJiance's ccntribution has clearly beca fundamental. Most of the
achievements to date, which have been desc:"ibed above. wc're inspired by initiatives by the
Alliance or its members. The Allies' political solidarity, commitment to defence, patience
and creativity in negotiations overcame initial obstacles and brought its efforts to huition.
It was the Alliance that drew up the basic blueprints for East-West progress and has since
pushed, them forward towards realisation. In particular, the concepts of stability, reasonable
sufficiency, asymmetrical reductions, concentration on the most offensive equipment,
rigorous veriftcaticn, transparency, £. single zone from the Atlantic to the UraJs, and the
balanced and comprehensive nature uf the CSCB process, are We.stem-inspired.

I . ..
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12. Prospects are now brigh~er than ever before for lastlnl, qualitative improvements in
the East-West relationship. There continue to be clearsip ofchanse in the intemal and ex
tema1 poUdes ofthe Soviet Union and ofsome of its AWes. The Soviet leadership has stated
\bat ideoloslcalcompetitionshouldp:'y no part iD inter-state relations. Sovietacknowledle
meDI of serious .tlorteomings in ita past approaches to intemadonal as well as domestic
lIs.- creaIeI opportuDldes for pro... on fundamental political problems.

13. At the SIDle time, serious concerns remain. The ambitious Soviet reform pro
pamme, which the Allies welcome, wUl take many years to complete. Its success caMot
be taken for snnted liven the mapitude of the problems it faces and the resistance
SencnuccL In Eastem Europe, progess in constructive refonn is still uneven and th~ extent
of these refonns remains to be determined. Basic human r .shts sdll need to be finnly
aachored iD law aDd practice, though in some Warsaw Pact counaies improvements are
underway. Althoush the WTO has recentiy announced and begun unilateral reductions in
SODlfl nfits forces, the Soviet Union continues todeploy military forces and to maintain apace
of mWcary production in excess of lesitimale defensive requirements. Moreover, che leo
scrarelic ralities favour the Seographic:a1ly contipous Soviet-dominated WTO as apinst
the posraphica11y separated democracies of the North Atb.· ltiC Alliance. It has Ions been
III ubjec:tive of die Soviet Union to weaken the links between the European and North
American mezr'Jers of the Alliance.

14. We face an immediate future that is promisinl but still uncenain. The Allies and the
East face both a chsllenge Il~ an opportunity to capitalise on present condJtions in order to
lDcreue mutual security. The ~~gresa recendy made in East-West relations has Ih'Gn new
impetus to the anns control ptocesl and has enhanced the possibilities of achieving the
AlllaDce's anns control objectives, which complement the other elements of.the Alliance's
security policy.

m. PRINCIPLES OF ALLIANCE SECURITY

15. AWance security policy aims to preserve peKe in freedom by heth polit\cal means
and the maintenance of a military capability sufficient to prevent war and to provide for
effective defencE. The fact that the Alliance has for forty yevs safeguar'ed peace in Europe
""ears witr.es.. to the success of this policy.

16. Improved political relations and the progressive development of cooperative struc
tures between Butem and Wesrem countries are impoftanr components of Alliance policy.
They CM enhance mutual confidence, reduce rite risk ofmisundentandinl, ensure that there
are in place reliable arrangements for crisis manasement so thar tensions can be defused,
render the situation in Europe more open and predictable, and c~1coura8e the development
of wider cooperation in all fi~lds.

I •••
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17. In underlininl the importance of these facts for the fonnulation of AJJJ8IIce poUcy,
the AJUes reaffirm that, as stated in the Harmel Report, the search for conatructive dlal0lue
and cooperation wldl the countries of the East, includin. arm~ control and disannament, is
based on political solidarity and adequate military stren.th. .

18. Solidarity amons the Alliance counaies is a fundamental principle of their security
policy. It reflects the indivisible nature of their security. It is expresaed by the wilUnIDUS
of each country to share fairly the risks, burdens and responsibilities of the common efton
as well as its benefits. In particular, the presence in Europe ofthe Unil~d States' conventional
and nuclear forces and : f CanadiM t~'rces demonstrates that Nonh Amc.~ican and European
security interests are inseparably hound tosether.

19. From its inception the Alliance of Western democracies has been defensive in
purpose. This will remain so. None of our weapons will ever be used except in self-defence.
The Alliance does nol seek military superiority nor will it everdo so. Its aim has always been
lO prevent war and any fonn of coercion and intimidation.

20. Consistent with the Alliance's defensive character, ill SlratelY is one ofdeterrence.
Its objective is tc convince a pocenual alPsaor before he acts that he is confronleQ with a
risk that outwei.hs any lain • however lCfCal • he might hope to secure from his agression.
The purpose of this strateSY defines the means needed for its implementation.

21. In order to fulfil ill stritelY, the Alliance must be capable of responding appropri
ately to any alPssion and of meetins ill commitment to the defence of the fronti-m of ill
members'territory. Por the foreseeable future, deterrence requites an appropriate mix of
adequate and effective nuclear and conventional forces which will continue to be kept up to
date where nec~.ary; for it is only by theirevident and perceived capability for elleedve use
tIW such forces and weapons deter.

,
22. Conventional fortes make an essential contribution to deterrence. The elimination

of asymmeaies between the conventional forces of East and West in Europe w061ld be a
major breakthrouSh, brinSinl significant benefits for stabiJity and security. Conventional
defence alone cannot. however. ensure deterrence. Only the nuclear element can confront
an aspessor with an unacceptable risk and thus plays an indispensable role in our current
stratelY of war prevention.

23. The fundamental purpose of nuclear forces • both strategic and sub-strategic • is
political: to preserve the peace and to prevent any kind of war. Such forces contribute to
~eterrence by demonstrating that the Allies have the military capability &!1d the political will

to use them. ifneeessary, in response to aggre!t~!!'1\. Should asgression cc:cur, Ule aim would
be to restore ueterrence by inducing the aggressor to reconsider his decision, to tenninate his
attack and to \!Iithdraw and thereby to restore the territorial integrity of the Alliance.

/ ...
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24. Conventional and nuclear forces, therefon;, perfonn different but complementary
and mutually reinforcins roles. Any perceived inadequacy in eJ.ther of these two elements,
or the impression that conventional forces could be separated from nuclear, or sub-strategic
from sCl'tteSic nuclear forces, misht leiJ a potential advel'"'.a.I')' to conclude that the risks of
launchina aSltession miSht be calculable and acceptable. No .tinsle element can, therefore.
be relarded as a substitute compensatins for deficiencies in a~,y other.

25. Por the foreseeable future. there is no altemative strateSY for the prevention of war.
The implementation of this stratesy will continue to ensure that the security interests of all
Alliance members are fully safesuarded. The principles underlying the stratelY of deter
rence are ofenduring validity. Their practical expression in tenns of the size, structure and
deployment of forces is bound to change. As in the past, these elements will continue to
evolve in response to changing international circumstances, technological progress and de
velopments in the scale ofche threat - in panicular, In the posture and capabilitiesofthe forces
of the Warsaw Treaty Organization.

26. Within this overall framework, strateSic nuclear forces provide the ultimate guaran
tee ofdeterrence for the AllifS. They must be capable of inflicting unacceptable damase on
IDagreuorswe even after ithas carried outaflnt strike. Theirnumber, range. survivability
and penecradon capability nCNd to ensure that a potential aglressor cannot ,t\unt on limitina
the conftlct or reaardina his own territory as asanctuary. The strateSic nuclear forces of the
United States provide the comerstone of deterrence for the Alliance as a whole. The
independent nuclear forces of the United Kingdom and France fulfil adeterrent role of their
own anc1 contribute to the overall detemnce strategy of the Alliance by complicatins the
planning and risk assessment of a potential aggressor.

27. Nuclear forces below the strategic level provide an essential political and milicary
linkage between conventional and stntelic forces and. tOlether with _e presence of
Canadian and United States forces in Europe, between the European and North American
members of the Alliance. The Allies' sub-strategic nuclear forces are not designed to
compensate ft., conventional imbalances. The levels ofsuch forces in ch" integrated milicary
structure nevertheless must cake into account the threat· both converuional and nuclear· with
which tbe Alliance is faced. Their role is to ensure that there are no circumstances in which
apotential aggressor might discount the prospect ofnuclear retaliadon in ~sponse to military
action. Nuclear forces below the strategic level thus make an essential contribution to
deterrence.

28. The wide deployment of such forces,amons countries participating in the integrated
military structure ('fthe Alliance, as well as the arraI1lements for consultation in the nuclear
area among the Allies concerned. demonstrates solidarity and willingness to share nuclear
roles and responsibilities. It thereby helps to reinforce deterrence.

29. Conventional forces contribute to deterrence by demonstratins the Allies' will to
defend themselves And by minimisins the nJk that a potential aggressor could anticipate a
quick and easy victory or limited territorial gain achieved solely by conventional meAns.

/ ...
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30. They must Ul\ill be able to respond appropria.tely and to confront the agreaaor
immediately and as far forward as possible wi~. cbe necea.ary resistance te cQlftpel him to
end the conflict and to withdraw or flee possible recourse to the use of nuclear weapona by
1be-Allies. The forces of the Allies must be deployed and equipped so as to enable them to
fulfil this role'at all times. Moreover, since the Alliance depends on reinforcements from the
North American continent, it must be able to keep open sea and air 'ines of communication
between North America and Burope.

31. All member countries of the Alliance strongly favour a comprehensive, effectively
veriflable, Ilobal ban on the development. production, stockpil1nS and use of chemical
weapons. Chemical weapons represent aparticularcase, sinr.e the Alliance's overall stratelY
of war p~vention, as noted earller, depends on an appropriate mix of nuclear and conven
tional weapons. Pendins the achievement ofa Ilobal ban on chemical weapons.lhe Alliance
recopses the need to implement passive defence measures. A retaliatory capability on a
limited scale is retained in view of the Soviet Union's overwhelminl chemical weapons
capability.

32. Th" Allies are committed to maintaining only the minimum level of forces necessary
for their strateSY of detemnce, taking into accounl the threaL There is, however, a level of
forces, both nuclear and conventional, below which the credibility of deterrence cannot be
mainrained. In particular, the Allies have always recognised that the removal of all nuclear
weapons from Europe would critically undf!nnine deterrence strategy and impair the security
of the Alliance.

33. The Alliance's defence policy and its policy of anns control and disamwnent are
cc nplementary and have the same goal: to maintain security at the lowest possible level of
forces. There is no contradiction between defence policy and arms control pottcy. It is on
the buisofthis fundamentl\l r~nsistency ofprinciples and objectives that the comprehensive
concept of anns control ana disarmament should be further deveioped and the appropriate
conclusions drawn in each of the &reM of anns control.

IV. ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT:
PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES

34. Our vision for Europe is that of an undivided continent where military forces only
exist to prevent war and to ensure self-defence. as has always been the case for the Allies,
not for the purpose of initiating aggression or for political or military intimidation. Anns
control can contribule to the realisation of that vision as an integral pL"t of the Alliance' s
securitY policy and of our overall approach to East·Wesl relations.

3S. The goal of Alliance arms control policy is to enhance security and stability. To this
end. the Allies' anns control initiatives seek a balance at 3 lower level of forces and arma·
ments through negotiated agreements and. as appropriate. unilateral actions. recognising that
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anns COQtrol apeements are only pcsslble where the"nosodatins panners S!".II'fl an interest
ID acb1evinl a mutually sadsf&'tory resulL The Allies' arms control pollcy &eeks to remove
deltabWsIna uymmetrles in forces orequlpmel1L Italse, pursues moasures desisned ~o build
mutual Confidence and to reduce the risk ofconflict by promodns pater transparency and
pndlctablUty iD mlliWy mauters.

36. IneDbanclnl security aM stability, anns control can allO bM, imponant additional
beneflts- for the AWmce. Olven the dynamic upecta of the arms control process, the
priaclplea IIld results embodied in one aanemont may facUltate other arms control steps. In
tbla way umscontrol can also make p'1SSiblc tunherreductions in the level ofAlliance forces
IIld annaments, consistent with the Alliance's stratesy of war prevention. Furthenuore, as
naed in Chapter U. arms cont'Ol CID make a sisnificant contribution to the development of
more constructive East-West relations and of a framework for further cooperation within a
more .table and predictable international envlroM1ent. ProgilISS in anns control can also
eabaDce public confidence in and promote suppon for our overall security policy.

GulcllDl PrInciples for Arms Control

37. The members of the Alliance will be SUided by the following principles:,
.. SecurIty: Arms control should enhance the security of all Allies. Both during the

lmplemeratadoD period and foUowin, implemen,cation, the Allies' strategy of
deterrence and theirabWty to defend themselves, must remain credible and effective.
Arms conaol meuurn should maintain the sC1'1tegic unity and political cohesion of
the Alliance, and should safesuard the principle of the indivisibility of Alliance
security by avoidin, the creadon ofareas ofunequal security. Anns cOJMl'OI measures
should respect the legidmace security interests of all slates and should not facilitate
the transfer or lntenaitlcadon of threats to third party states or regions.

I

- Stability: Anns control measures should yield militarily significant results that
enhance stability. To promote stability, ann. control measures should reduce or
eliminate thow capabUlties which are most threatening to the Alliance. Stability can
also be enhanced by steps thal promote greater transpcuency and predictability in
military matters. Milltary stability requires the elimination of options for surprise
llUACk and for large-Kale offensive action. Crisis stability requires that no state has
forces ofa size and configuration which, when compared with those of others. could
enable it to calculate that it might gain adecisive advanlage by being the first to reson
to arms. Stability also requires measures which diKourage deslabilising attempts to
re-establisb military advantage through the transfer of resources to other types of
armament. Agreements must lead to final results that are both balanced and ensure
equality of rights with respect to security.

I • ••
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• Verlllabllity: Effective and reliable verification is a fundamental requirement for
arms control apeementa. If arms control is to be e{f"ctive and to buUd confidence,
the veriftabUlty of prop-MA arms control measures mUG&, theftlfoa", be o( cencn1
concem for the AlUence. Propess lr. armI control lihould be measured qainst the
record of compllance with existinl apeemencs. Apeed larms control measurea
should exclude opportunities for circumvention.

Alliance Arms Control Objectives

38. In accordance with tt. above principles, the Allies are pursuing an ambitious arms
control agenda for the comino yem in the nuclear, conventional and chemical fields.

Nuclear Forces

39. 1be INP Apeement repftlscnts a milestone in the Allies' efforts to achieve a more
secure peace at lower levelsofanns. By 1991, it will lead to the total"Uminationofall United
StaleS and Soviet intennediate ranle land-based missiles, thereby removiq the threat which
such Soviet systems praented to the AWance. Implementadon ofthe apment, however,
wiU affeec only asmall proportion ofthe Soviet nuclearannoury..and the Alliance continues
to face a substantial array of modem w effective Soviet systems of a1J ranles. ne fuD
realisation of the Alliance alenda thus requires that further steps be taken.

Stratealc Nuclear Forces

40. Soviet .tratelic systems continue to pose amajor threat to the whole of the Alllance.
Deep cuts in such systemsare in the direct interestsofthe entire Western Alliance, and there
fOftl their achievement constitutes a priority for the Alliance in the nuclear field.

41. 'tbe Allies thus fully suppon the United States objectives of a~hievinl, within the
context of the Stratesic Arms Reduction Talks, fifty percent reductions in United States and
Soviet strategic nuclear annI. United States proposals seek to enhance stability by placins
specific restrictions on the most destabillslnS elements of the threat - fast flyinl ballistic
missiles, throw-weisht and,ln particular, Soviet heavy ICBMs. The proposals are based on
the need to maintain the deterrent credibility of the remainins United Stares stralesic forces
which would continue to proVide the ultimate guarantee of security for the Alliance as a
whole: and therefore on the necessity to keep such forces effective. Furthennore, the United
States is holdinl talks with the Soviet Union on defence and space matters in order to ensure
that stratelic stability is enhanced.

I •••
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Sub.Strntellc Nuclear Forces

42. The AWes are c~mmitted to maintainina only the minimum number of nuclear
weapons necessary to support their stratelY ofdeterrence. In Une with this commitment. the
members ofthe Intepaced military structure have already made major unilateral cuts in their
sub-strateaic nuclear UlnO .ary. The number of land·based warhead$ in Westem Europe has
been reduc:d by over one..third since 1979 to its lowest level in over 20 years. Updatina
where necessary of their sub-stratcaic systems would result in further reductions.

43. 111, AWes continue to face the direct threat posed to Europe by the larBe numbers
of sborter-I'IID,e nuclear missiles deployed on Warsaw Pact territory and which have been
substantially uppaded in recent years. Major reductions in Warsaw Pact systems would be
ofoverall value toAlliancesecurity. C.leofthe ways to achieve thisaim wouJd be by tan.ible.
and verifiable reductions of American and Soviet land·based nuclear missile systems of
shorter ranle leadin. to equal ceUin,s at Jowftr loveIs.

44 But the sub-stratelic nuclear forces deployed by member countries of the Alliance
are nOl principally a counter to similar systems operated by memben of the WTO. As is
explained in Chapter m. lub-stratelic nuclear forces fulfil an essential role in overall
Alllance deterrence StralelY by ensuring that there are no cifCumstances in which a potential
agressor mipt discount nuclear retalladon in response to his military action.

45. The AlUance reaffirms its position that for the roneeable future there is no alternative
to the Alliance's StrltelY tor the prevention of war, which is a strato,)' of deterrence based
upon an appropriate mix of adequate and effective nuclear and conventional forces which
will continue to be kept up to dace where necessary. Where nuclear forces are concerned,
land-, sea", and air..based systems, includinB around·based missiles, in the present circum-
stances and as far IS can be foreseen will be needed in Europe. -

46. In view of the hup superiority of the Warsaw Pact in terms of short-ranle nuclear
• • 1 I

missiles. the Alliance calls upon the Soviet Union to reduce Iml1aterally Its short·range
missile systems to the cumnt levels within the intesrated military struCNre.

47. The Alliance reaffinns that at the nelodadons on conventional stability it pursues the
objectives of:

• the establishment of a secure and stable balance "f conventional forces at lower
levels:

• the elimination of disparities prejudicial to stability and security; and

• the eliminalion as a matter of high priority of the capability for launchin, surprise
~k and for initiating larr~·sca1e offensive action.

48. In keeping with its anns control objectives formulated in Reykjavik in 1987 md
reaffirmed in Brussels in 1988. the Alliance states that one of its highest priorities in nelo-
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tiations with the East is reaching an .peolTlent on conventional force ~uctions which
would achievt d'e objectives above. In th!.~ spirit. the Allies wlU make every effort, as
evidenced by the outcome 01 the May 1989Sunur.it, to \)rinS these conventional DCaotiadona
to an eU'ly and satisfactory conclusion. The United State! has expressed the hope that this
could be achieved within six to twelve months. Once implemenwion ofsuch an agreement
is underway, the UnitedStates, in consultation with the Allies concemed, is prepared to enter
into nesodations to echieve a Ra:tia! reduction of AMerican and Soviet land-baseci nuclear
missile forces of shoner range to equal and verifiable levels. Wi!h special reference to the
Westem proposals on t:FB tabled in Vienna, enhanced by the proposals by the United States
at the May 1989 Summit. the Allies concemed proceed on the undentandlal that nel0t1ated
reductions leadinl to alevel below the existlnslevel of their SNP missiles wUI not be carried
out until the results of these negodations have been implemented. Reductions of Wanaw
Pact SNP systems should be carried out before that date.

49. As reSan!s the sub-strateaic nuclear forces ofthe members ofthe integrab'd military
~!lUcture, their level and characteristics l1'iUSt be such that they can perfonn thou' deterrent
role in a credible way across the requited spectrum of ranges, takinS into account tbe threat
- both conventional and nuclear - with which the IJUance is faced. The question conceminl
the introduction and deployment of a follow-on system for the Lance will be dealt witlt in
1992 in the liaht ofoverall security developments. While adecision for national authorities,
the Allies concemed recopli5e the value of the continued fundinl by the United States of
research and development ofa follow-on for the existing Lance short-ranse nUp,sile, in order
to preserve thea options in this respect.

Conventional Forces

'o. As set out in the March 1988 Summit statementand in the Alliance'sNovem~r 19~8

data initiative, the Soviet Union's military presence in Europe, at a level tar in excess of its
needs for self-defence, directly challenges our security as well as our aspirations for a
peaceful order in Europe. Such excessive force levels create the risk ofpolitical intimidation
or threatened Aggression. As Ions as they exist, they present an obstacle to better political
relations betweenall statesofEurope. The challenge to security is, moreover, not only a mlt
ter of the numerical superiority of WTO forces. WTO tanks, anillery and annoured troop
carrien are concentrated in large fonnations and deployed in such a way as to give the WTO
a capability for surprise attack and large-scale offensive action. Despite the recent welcome
publication by the WTO of its assessment of the military balance in Europe, there is still con
siderable secrecy and uncertainty about its actual capabilities and intentions.

'1. In addressing these concerns, the Allies' primary objectives are to establish a secure
and stable balance of conventional forces in Europe at lower levels, while at the same time
creatins greater openness about military organisation and activities in Europe.

,
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52. In the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) talks between the 23 members of the
two alliances, the Western Allies are proposins:

• reductions to an overall limit on the total holdinss of armaments in Europe,
concentratins on the most thl'eatenins systems, i.e. those capable of seizing and
holdlng tenitory;

• a Umit on the proponion of theS;e total holdings belonging to anyone country in
Europe (since the securhy and stability of Europe require that no state exceed its
lelidmate needs for self-defence);

•alimitonstationed forces (thus restricting the forward deployment and concentration
of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe); and,

•&ppI'OprWenwnerical sub-limitson forces which will apply simultaneously throughout
the Adandc to the Urals area.

These meuures, taken together, will necessitate deep cuts in the wro conventional
forces which most threaten the Alliance. The resulting reductions will have to take place in
such a way u to prevent circwnvention, e.g. by ensuring that the armaments reduced are
destroyed or otherwise disposed of. Verification measures will be required to ensure that all
states have confidence that entitlements are not exceeded.

53. These mt!8lures alone, however, will not guarantee stability. The regime of
redurtions will have to be backed up by additional measures which should include measures
of transparency, notification and constraint applied to the deployment, storage. movement
and levels of readiness and availability of conventional forces.

-54. Ira the CSBM Delotiations, the Allies aim to maintain the momentum created by the
successful implementation of the Stockholm Document by proposing a comprehensive
plCkap of measures to improve: I

.. transparency about military organisation,

.. transparency and predictability of military activities,

.. contacts and communication,

and have also proposed an exchange of views on military doctrir.e in a seminar setting.

55. The implementation of the Allies' proposals in the CFE negotiations and of their
proposals for further confidence .. and security-building measures would achieve a quantum
improvement in European security. This would have imponant and positive consequences
for Alliance policy both in the field of defence and anns control. The outcome of the CFE
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nelotiadons would provide a framework for determininS the future Alliance force structure
required to perform lea fundamental task of pruervinS peace in freedom. In addition, cbe
AlUes would be wilUnS to contemplate further steps to enhance stability and security if cbe
immediate CFB objectives are achieved - for example. further reductions or Umitadoas of
conventional armaments and equipment. or the restrueturins of armed forces to enhance
defensive capabUities and .further reduce offensive capabilities.

56. The Allies welcome the declared readiness of the Soviet Union and other wro
members to reduce their forces and adjust them towards a \Jefensive posture and await im
plementation of these measures. 1bia would be a step in the dil'ecdon of redressing the
imbalance in force levels existing in Europe and towards reducinl the wro capability for
surprise attack. The announced reductions demonstrate the recognition br the Soviet Union
and other wro members of the conventional imbalance. Ions hishllBhted by the Allies as
a key problem of European security.

Chemical Weapons

57. The Soviet Union's chemical weapons stockpile poses amassive threat. The Allies
are committed to conclude, at the earliest date. a worldwide. comprehensive and effectively
verifiable ban on all chemical weapons.

58. All AlUance states subscribe to the prohibitions conrained in the Geneva Protocol for
the Use in War of Asphyxiating. Poisonous or OtherQues. and of Bacteriolosici1 Methods
of Warfare. The Paris Conference on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons reaffinned the
imponance of the commitments made under the Oeneva Protocol and' expressed the
unanimous wiU of the international community to eliminate chemical weapons completely
at an early date and thereby to prevent any recourse to their use.

59. The Allies wish to prohibit not only the use ofthese abhorrent wc.apons. but also their
development. production, stoc:kpiling and transfer. and to achieve the destruction ofexistins
chemical weapons and production facilities in such a way as to ensure the undiminished
security of all participants at each stase in the process. Those objectives are being punued
in the Oeneva Conference on Oisannament. Pending agreement on a global ban, the AWes
will enforce stringent controls on the export of commodities related to chemical weapons
production. They will also attempt to stimulate more opemess among states about chemical
weapons capabilities in order to promote greater confidence in the effectiveness of a global
ban.
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V. CONCLUSIONS:

Arms Control and Defence Interrelationships

60. The Alliance is committed to pursuing a comprehensive approach to securityt

embracing both anns concrol and disarmament, and defence. It is important, therefore. to
eDSm-o chat interrelationships between arms control issues and defence requirements and
amonpt the various arms control areas are fully considered. Proposals in anyone area of
arms concrol must take account of the implications for Alliance interests in general and for
other DeI0Uadons. 1bis is acnolinuina process.

61. It la essential that defence and anns concrol objectives remain in hannony in order
to ensure their complementary contribution to the goal of maintaining security at the lowest
ballllCed level ot tOR:es consistent with the requirements of the Alliance strategy of war
preventi~ acknowledlinl that changes in the threat, new technologies. and new political
opportunities affect options in both fields. Decisions on arms control matters must fully

. reflect the requirements of the Allies' strategy ofdeterrence. Equally, progress in arms con
crol la relevant to military plans. which will have to be develop.d in the full knowledge of
the objectives pursued in anns control negotiations and to reflect, u necenary, the results
achieved therein.

62. Ineachareaofarms control. the Alliance seeks to enhance stability and security. The
CUl7'ent negotiations concerning strategic nuclear systems. conventional forces and chemical
weapons are. however, independent of one another. the outcome of anyone of these
negotiadona is not contingent on progress in others. However. they can influence one
another. criteria established and agreements achieved in one area of arms control may be
relevant in other areas and hence facilitate overall progress. These could affect both anns
control possibilities and the forces needed to fulfl1 Alliance strategy. as well u help to
c:onaibute aeneralJy to a more predictable military environmenL

63. The Allies seek to manage the interaction among different anns ct'nb'Ol elements by
ensuriDg thal the development, punuir and realisation of their anns control objectives in in
dividual areas are fully consistent both with each other and with the Alliance's guiding

/ ...
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principles for effective anna control. Foreumple, the way in which STARTlimits and sub
Umics lieapplied indetail couldaffect the future flexibility ofthe sUb-stratepc nuclearforces
of members of the intepated military structure. A CPE apeement would by itlelf make a
mAj",· contribution to stability. 1bis would be siplficandy further enhanced by the
acbievement of a Blobal chemical weapons ban. The development of confidence- and
security-buildinl measures could influence the stabUisinB measures beinB considered in
connection with the Conventional Forces in Europe ne.otiations and vice ve~'!L The
removal of the imbalance in conventional forces would provide scope for further reductions
in the sub-strate.ic nuclear forces of members of the lntearated military structure, thouah it
would not obviate the need for such forces. Similarly, this might make possible further anns
control steps in the conventional field.

64. This report establish,.. the overall conceptual framework within which the Allies will
be seckinS progress in each area CJf anns control. In so doinS, their fundamental aim will be
enhanced security at lower levels of forces and armaments. Taken as a whole, tbe Allies'
arms control alendaconstitutes acoherent and comprehensive approach to the enhancement
of security ~~ stability. It is ambitious, but we are confident that - with a constructive
response from the WTO states· it can be fully achieved in the comins yan. In pursuing this
goal. the Alliance recognises that it cannot afford to build its security upon anns control .
results expected in the future. The Allies will be prepared, however. to draw appropriace con
sequences for their own military .posture as they make concrete prosr-s throup anm:
control towards a significant reduction in the scale and quality ofthe military threat th"y face.
Accomplishment of the Allies' anns control agenda would not only brina sre~netlta in
itself, but could also lead to the expansion of cooperation with the East in other areas. The
arms control process itself is, moreover, dynamic:; as and when the Alliance reach"s
apoeement in each of the areas set out above, so further prospects for anns 'control may be
opened up and further progress made possible.

6~. As noted earlier, the Allies' vision for Europe is that of an undivided continent where
military fon:es only exiat to prevent war and to ensure self-defence; a continent which 110

lonaer lives in the shadow ofoverwhelming military forces and from which the threat of war
has been removed; acontinent where the sovereignty and tenitorial integrity of all states are
respected and che rights of all individuals, includina cheir riRht of ~Utical choice, are
protected. This loal can only be reached by stales: it will require patient and creative
endeavour. The Allies are resolved to continue working towards its attainmenL The
achievementofthe Alliance's anns control objectives would be amajorcontribution towards
the realisation of its vision.


